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ABSTRACT
Background Retrospective record review using
trigger tools remains the most widely used
method for measuring adverse events (AEs) to
identify targets for improvement and measure
temporal trends. However, medical records often
contain limited information about factors
contributing to AEs. We implemented an
augmented trigger tool that supplemented
record review with debriefing front-line staff to
obtain details not included in the medical record.
We hypothesised that this would foster the
identification of factors contributing to AEs that
could inform improvement initiatives.
Method A trained observer prospectively
identified events in consecutive patients admitted
to a general medical ward in a tertiary care
academic medical centre (November 2010 to
February 2011 inclusive), gathering information
from record review and debriefing front-line staff
in near real time. An interprofessional team
reviewed events to identify preventable and
potential AEs and characterised contributing
factors using a previously published taxonomy.
Results Among 141 patients, 14 (10%; 95% CI
5% to 15%) experienced at least one
preventable AE; 32 patients (23%; 95% CI 16%
to 30%) experienced at least one potential AE.
The most common contributing factors included
policy and procedural problems (eg, routine
protocol violations, conflicting policies; 37%),
communication and teamwork problems (34%),
and medication process problems (23%).
However, these broad categories each included
distinct subcategories that seemed to require
different interventions. For instance, the 32
identified communication and teamwork
problems comprised 7 distinct subcategories (eg,
ineffective intraprofessional handovers, poor
interprofessional communication, lacking a

shared patient care, paging problems). Thus,
even the major categories of contributing factors
consisted of subcategories that individually
related to a much smaller subset of AEs.
Conclusions Prospective application of an
augmented trigger tool identified a wide range
of factors contributing to AEs. However, the
majority of contributing factors accounted for a
small number of AEs, and more general
categories were too heterogeneous to inform
specific interventions. Successfully using trigger
tools to stimulate quality improvement activities
may require development of a framework that
better classifies events that share contributing
factors amenable to the same intervention.

INTRODUCTION
Despite substantial investments in patient
safety over the past decade, it is often concluded that the adverse event (AE) rate in
the acute care setting has not improved
over time.1–3 But arguments exist for why
we need to treat this claim with caution.
On the one hand, unchanged AE rates
may reflect a paucity of effective interventions to improve patient safety or limited
dissemination of such interventions.4 On
the other hand, lack of improvement may
also reflect the limitations of methods
used to detect AEs,5 the most widely
recognised being the retrospective record
review method used in major AE
studies.6–12 Retrospective record review
has several inherent limitations because
the ability to determine what occurred
depends solely on the documentation in
the clinical record. As a result, we may not
capture all events, lack details needed to
assess the preventability of some AEs and
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Application of a trigger tool in near
real time to inform quality
improvement activities: a prospective
study in a general medicine ward

Original research
Prospective clinical surveillance methodology

Prospective clinical surveillance differs from and
enhances the traditional trigger tool approach in several
key ways.27–29 First, although case finding still relies on
the use of triggers, it occurs in near-real time (eg,
usually within 48 h) as opposed to through retrospective
record review. Second, a trained observer, fully integrated in the clinical environment, gathers data prospectively, supplementing near-real-time medical record
review with debriefs of front-line staff involved in the
case. Third, rather than relying on 1–2 reviewers external to the cases to adjudicate AEs, this method engages
an interprofessional team that specifically includes
front-line staff directly involved in the cases to review
them. This intensified surveillance strategy optimally
applies trigger tool methodology in order to increase
detection of AEs, improve judgements of preventability
and provide a richer understanding of contributing
factors. Also, since this method involves front-line staff
reviewing events for patients that are often still under
their care, it might encourage them to bring forward
additional events that otherwise might be difficult to
detect or even galvanise them to take actions to address
some of these problems.
Previous studies of prospective clinical surveillance
provide a detailed description of the methodology,
including case finding, peer review and event classification.27–29 We provide a brief description of our use
of the methodology and its use to characterise contributing factors.
Case finding and peer review

We conducted prospective clinical surveillance on one
20-bed general medical ward in our tertiary care academic medical centre between November 2010 and
February 2011 inclusive. The general medical service
has a total of 125 beds and admits over 5000 patients
per year. At this hospital, only cardiology, nephrology
and oncology have separate inpatient services.
However, the general medicine service still takes care
of many patients with admitting diagnoses related to
these three subspecialties. We focused on general
medical patients because of the nature of the patients
(elderly patients with multiple comorbidities), and the
care that they receive (acute multidisciplinary complex
inpatient care) places them at risk of exposure to AEs
and might allow us to detect and analyse a larger
number of events. We limited our surveillance to all
patients admitted to a single general medicine unit
rather than a sampling of different units to enrich the
identification of local, unit-specific contributing
factors to target with QI initiatives as opposed to
identifying a list of generic causes of AEs (eg, falls,
infections, medication errors).

A trained observer (an advanced practice nurse)
reviewed patient records and the electronic patient
record, attended daily multidisciplinary rounds and
interacted with front-line staff on weekdays between
8:00 and 17:00 to screen for prespecified triggers (see
online supplementary eTable 1). We used relevant triggers listed in the IHI Global Trigger Tool,13 supplemented by additional triggers particularly relevant to
elderly medical patients, such as functional decline,
in-hospital malnutrition and hospital-acquired delirium that previous AE studies did not emphasise. We
piloted these new triggers and adjusted them to
balance feasibility of detection with likelihood of
uncovering actual events.
For example, when developing the new trigger to
detect in-hospital malnutrition, we initially used ’suboptimal oral intake documented in the medical record for
>72 h’ and ’team concern about patient’s oral intake’ as
triggers, but quickly discovered that front-line staff inconsistently documented dietary intake in the medical
record. However, we noticed that physicians often
’ordered nutritional supplements’ and made ’referrals to
the dietician’ for patients with poor oral intake, and so
we eventually used these triggers in our study.
Medical record review occurred within 48 h of
trigger detection. The advanced practice nurse
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have difficulty ascertaining the causal factors that
inform improvement efforts.
Major AE studies6–12 use a set of triggers to flag
medical records with a higher likelihood of identifying
an AE (eg, a patient with hypoglycaemia might have
received an inappropriate dose of insulin causing an
adverse drug event). Trigger tool methodology operationalises the use of a list of triggers to allow institutions to employ an AE identification strategy
previously only available in research settings.13 14 For
example, the Institute for Healthcare Improvement
(IHI) developed the IHI Global Trigger Tool, which
institutions apply to a random selection of medical
records each month to measure and track their AE rate
over time.13 Despite their broad use in a variety of
inpatient and ambulatory care settings,15–26 retrospective record review and trigger tools suffer from the
same types of limitations because both approaches rely
primarily on what providers document in the clinical
record.
To overcome limitations associated with retrospective
AE detection methods, we hypothesised that an augmented trigger tool methodology called ‘prospective
clinical surveillance’27–29 would foster the identification
of factors contributing to AEs that could inform
improvement initiatives. This method supplements
near-real-time medical record review with discussions
with front-line staff to identify a larger number of preventable AEs and provides a richer characterisation of
the key latent contributing factors that underlie multiple
types of AEs. In this study, we evaluate how far this augmented approach might allow us to identify targets for
specific quality improvement (QI) initiatives.

Original research

Event classification

We convened weekly meetings to review and classify
events. The principal investigator and advanced practice nurse, along with at least one of the two pharmacists and at least one of the two geriatric medicine
physician study investigators, attended each meeting.
The group reviewed each case using the same definitions and classifications as those used in major AE
studies.6–12 We first assessed whether the event
resulted in harm to the patient. If yes, the group then
rated whether the harm was caused by medical care
(ie, an ‘AE’) and whether it was preventable (ie, caused
by an error). The review team rated the degree of
harm, causation and preventability on a seven-point
Likert scale (1=very unlikely; 4=close call, but
favours; 7=very likely to indicate harm, causation or
preventability) using a cut-off score of ≥4 to indicate
harm, causation or preventability.
As in other studies, we defined potential AEs as
cases involving an error with a reasonable chance that
harm could result (eg, missed lab testing to measure
serum levels of a renally cleared antibiotic in a patient
with chronic kidney disease). We also identified cases
with errors or substandard care where the likely consequence is unknown or non-specific (eg, absence of
daily progress notes, medication orders without date
or time stamp). The main reason for including these
cases with substandard care was to ensure that we did
not miss key latent contributing factors that cut across
multiple AEs. We arrived at a final rating for all events
274

based on the majority opinion of the reviewers and
resolved disagreements in ratings through consensus.
Characterisation of contributing factors

Beyond classifying AEs by their severity (ranging from a
critical lab value to death or permanent disability) and
type (eg, adverse drug event, hospital-acquired infection, procedural complication), we further characterised
all events, including AEs, potential AEs and additional
errors by one or more categories of factors that contributed to the event. We based these categories of contributing factors initially on a previously published
framework of patient safety problems,30 which underwent iterative modifications as new categories of factors
were identified during our study. The key driver for
defining categories was the potential for identifying a
specific intervention (eg, preventing hospital-acquired
deep venous thrombosis by improving administration of
venous thromboembolism (VTE) prophylaxis31). We
also identified causally distinct subcategories within
some of the larger categories (eg, communication problems between staff are distinct from communication
problems arising between staff and patients).
The members of the review team classified contributing factors for each event by consensus. To ensure that
we applied the various categories and subcategories of
contributing factors consistently throughout the study,
we referred to written definitions for the various contributing factors.30 Two investigators (BMW and SD)
also kept detailed notes during each meeting documenting how the team arrived at decisions regarding various
categories of contributing factors, which they could
refer to when review team members disagreed on categorisation of contributing factors, further improving
the consistency of our process.
Analysis

We use descriptive statistics, including mean and SD
or median and IQR for continuous variables and
counts, percentages and 95% CIs for categorical variables, to summarise study results. We report event
rates using two commonly accepted formats, namely
the proportion of patients with ≥1 AE and the
number of AEs per 1000 patient days. We also report
the frequency of the different categories of contributing factors that led to AEs, potential AEs and errors
or substandard care. We used Microsoft Excel and
Access 2007 for all data management and analyses.
The Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre research
ethics office approved this study.
RESULTS
We carried out prospective clinical surveillance on 141
patients over 703 patient days (table 1). The median
age was 79 years (IQR 64–85); 86 (61%) of the
patients were women. The median length of stay was
9 days (IQR 5–17). Thirty-five (25%, 95% CI 17% to
32%) patients had significant comorbidities (ie,
Wong BM, et al. BMJ Qual Saf 2015;24:272–281. doi:10.1136/bmjqs-2014-003432
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summarised details related to the event, the healthcare
team’s response, the eventual patient outcome and the
various factors that contributed to the event. As in
prior trigger tool studies, our trained observer did not
limit case review to the trigger itself. Instead, identification of a trigger led to a systematic process of
reviewing specific documentation sources, such as the
medication record and nursing assessments, in order
to look for all types of patient safety and quality of
care problems.
We purposely used an advanced practice nurse who
had a pre-existing relationship with front-line staff on
the study ward. In addition to carrying out structured
debriefs of staff to enrich the characterisation of
details surrounding AEs with information missing
from the medical record, she fully integrated herself
on the unit and had frequent interactions with frontline staff. This integration encouraged case finding
since front-line staff felt comfortable bringing forward
additional concerns that could represent AEs missed
by the trigger tool. It also facilitated exploration of
contributing factors through an open-ended debriefing
approach to elicit staff perspectives and clarify details
not available in the patient record, thus enriching the
case summaries and allowing the review team to make
more informed judgements about contributing factors.

Original research
Patient characteristics

Patients
N=141
Age in years, median (IQR)
79 (64 to 85)
Men, n (%)
55 (39%)
Length of stay in days, median (IQR)
9 (5 to 17)
Days of surveillance per patient, median (IQR)*
4 (2 to 7)
Charlson comorbidity index, n (%)
0 points
42 (30%)
1–2 points
64 (45%)
3–4 points
22 (16%)
≥5 points
13 (9%)
Comorbidity by condition, n (%)
Diabetes mellitus
33 (23%)
Cerebrovascular disease
28 (20%)
Dementia/cognitive impairment
25 (18%)
Heart failure
20 (14%)
Coronary disease
11 (8%)
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
9 (6%)
Active cancer
9 (6%)
Peripheral vascular disease
9 (6%)
*Surveillance duration was shorter than length of stay because patients
were transferred on and off the study ward during their hospitalisation.

Table 2 Adverse event (AE) risk and rate
Patients observed
Days of observation, total
Days of surveillance per patient, median (IQR)
Patients with at least one trigger detected
Number of triggers detected per patient,
median (IQR)
Number of AEs
Preventable AEs
Number of potential AEs
Number of additional errors/cases with
substandard care
Event risk, n (%)
Patients with at least one AE
Preventable AE
Patients with at least one potential AE
Event rate
AE rate
Preventable AE rate
Potential AE rate

141
703
4 (2 to 7)
73 (52%)
1 (0 to 2)
22
15
41
30

17 (12%)
14 (10%)
32 (23%)
31 per 1000 patient
days
21 per 1000 patient
days
58 per 1000 patient
days

Charlson comorbidity index score ≥3 points), most
commonly diabetes (23%, 95% CI 16% to 30%), prior
stroke (20%, 95% CI 13% to 26%) and dementia
(18%, 95% CI 11% to 24%). The median duration of
surveillance per patient was 4 days (IQR 2–7).
Prospective surveillance detected at least one trigger
in 73 (52%) patients and identified 22 AEs, including
15 (68%) that were preventable, 41 potential AEs and
an additional 31 errors or cases with substandard care
(table 2). Front-line staff spontaneously brought
forward concerns to our observer that led to the discovery of 3 (14%) of the 22 AEs. At the individual
patient level, 17 (12%, 95% CI 6% to 17%) patients
experienced at least one AE, 14 patients (10%, 95% CI
5% to 15%) had at least one preventable AE and 32
(23%, 95% CI 16% to 30%) patients (28 additional
patients) had at least one potential AE. We observed at
least one error or instance of substandard care in an
additional 26 (18%, 95% CI 12% to 25%) patients.
The severity of harm associated with the 22 identified AEs ranged from transfer to the intensive care
unit (8%) and suffering permanent harm (4%) to critically abnormal lab values without any overt symptoms (4%). More commonly, AEs led to temporary
harm (41%), need for medical treatment (32%),
increased monitoring and testing (32%) and psychological distress (32%). Non-infectious complications
of hospitalisation (n=14, 25%), treatment problems
(n=13, 23%) and medication problems (n=9, 16%)
constituted the most common types of preventable
and potential AEs (table 3).
We identified numerous distinct categories of contributing factors associated with the events detected in our
study (table 4). For the majority of events, we identified

DISCUSSION
We achieved our goal of implementing an augmented
approach to detect AEs using a trigger tool in near
real time and supplementing record review with frontline staff debriefs, uncovering details not available in
the patient record and enriching our assessment and
classification of contributing factors. We detected AEs
at a rate comparable to prior major AE studies: 12%
of our patients had one or more AEs compared with
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multiple contributing factors. Together, preventable and
potential AEs had a median of three contributing factors
(IQR 2–4); only six (11%) had a single identified contributing factor. The most common contributing factors
were policy and procedural problems (eg, routine protocol violation, conflicting policies; 37%), communication
and teamwork problems (34%), and medication process
problems (23%).
The most commonly occurring categories of contributing factors in fact consisted of multiple distinct
subcategories. To illustrate this observation, we
include a more detailed description of one of the
most frequently occurring categories of contributing
factors, namely communication and teamwork problems (table 5). The 32 identified communication and
teamwork problems exhibited considerable heterogeneity (eg, failure to handover care effectively, lacking a
shared care plan for a patient, difficulty eliciting input
from specialty services in a timely manner), which
meant that even the major categories of contributing
factors identified in our study consisted of subcategories that individually related to a much smaller subset
of AEs.
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Adverse event type
Preventable
adverse events
(N=15)

Type, n (%)
Adverse drug event
Ordering error
Transcription error
Dispensing error
Administration error
Other
Hospital-acquired infection
Hospital-acquired
pneumonia
Methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus
Vancomycin-resistant
enterococcus
Complications of
hospitalisation
Aspiration
Pressure ulcers
Falls
Venous
thromboembolism
Other
Treatment problem
Medical
Nursing
Other
Fluid or diet problem
Diagnostic error or delay
Procedural complication

3
0
2
0
1
0
2
0

(20%)
(0%)
(13%)
(0%)
(7%)
(0%)
(13%)
(0%)

Potential
adverse events
(N=41)
6
2
2
1
0
1
2
1

(15%)
(9%)
(9%)
(5%)
(0%)
(5%)
(5%)
(2%)

1 (7%)

1 (2%)

1 (7%)

0 (0%)

4 (27%)

10 (24%)

0
1
1
0

(0%)
(7%)
(7%)
(0%)

1
0
8
1

(2%)
(0%)
(20%)
(2%)

2
2
0
2
0
1
2
1

(13%)
(13%)
(0%)
(13%)
(0%)
(7%)
(13%)
(7%)

0
11
4
6
1
9
2
1

(0%)
(27%)
(10%)
(15%)
(2%)
(22%)
(5%)
(2%)
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2.9–16.6% reported in prior retrospective record
review studies.6–12 (A previous prospective clinical
surveillance study observed an AE rate of 13.7%.29)
Consistent with our goal of identifying AEs amenable
to improvement activities, the proportion of preventable AE rate (68%) exceeded that in most other
studies (37–51%6 11 12).
As in other studies, commonly occurring major categories of AEs involved medications, complications of
hospitalisation (eg, falls) and treatment or management problems. We also encountered challenges with
respect to AE heterogeneity within each of these
major categories similar to those recently highlighted
in a commentary32 revisiting the landmark Utah and
Colorado Medical Practice Study.10 Reflecting on
operative AEs, the most common category of AEs
identified in that study,10 the lead author found that it
“contained 20 types of AEs, each of which comprised
additional subtypes and were caused by a large variety
of errors.”32
While our study did not include operative AEs, the
same heterogeneity within major categories applied.
For instance, medication ordering errors have little to

do with administration and dispensing errors.
Effective interventions directed at the former include
computerised order entry with effective decision
support33 and involvement of clinical pharmacists.34
Reducing medication administration errors, by contrast, requires different types of interventions, such as
bar coding.35 The non-infectious complications of
hospitalisation present an even starker example since
interventions to reduce falls will not affect pressure
ulcers, VTE or delirium.
This heterogeneity within major AE categories presents a substantial challenge for improvement efforts
as each category demands multiple interventions, each
of which requires intense effort (eg, implementing
computerised order entry, bar-coded medication
administration, an effective falls prevention programme and various infection prevention and control
strategies). Even when effective, implementation of
several such interventions would only affect a small
proportion of events and probably not achieve the
goal of reducing the overall burden of patient harm
within the organisation.
We anticipated this problem of heterogeneity within
major AE categories such that even a suite of interventions directed at specific AE subtypes might not appreciably reduce the overall AE rate. This concern
motivated our focus on characterising factors contributing to each event as comprehensively as possible.
Consistent with the systems approach to patient safety
and its emphasis on latent errors as well as active
ones,36 we hypothesised that apparently distinct AE
categories might share common contributing factors.
By identifying common latent errors (eg, policy and
procedures problems, poor teamwork and communication), we hoped to inform efforts to develop interventions likely to reduce multiple different types of
AEs.
At first glance, we achieved this goal. Our prospective approach allowed us to debrief staff around the
time of each event in order to identify and characterise contributing factors in ways not possible with
medical record review alone. We identified a median
of three contributing factors for each preventable or
potential AE. Furthermore, a short list of contributing
factors applied to numerous events. Problems related
to policies and procedures contributed to 37% of
events, and communication and teamwork problems
contributed to 34%. One might surmise, therefore,
that we could decrease the overall burden of AEs on
our clinical service by directing our QI activities
towards addressing these two general categories of
patient safety problems with targeted interventions.
Though appealing, our results suggest that organisations may still face challenges with this approach.
Similar to the problem of heterogeneity within
major categories of AEs, we observed substantial
heterogeneity within categories of contributing
factors. Consider, for example, ‘communication and

Table 3
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Table 4 Categories of contributing factors for preventable and potential adverse events identified through prospective clinical surveillance
Preventable and potential
adverse events (N=56)
Contributing factor
Number of contributing factors, median (IQR)
Number of events with only 1 contributing factor, n
(%)
Organizational factors, n (%)
Nutrition services
Lab services
Administrative procedures (scheduling, availability of
services)
Diagnostic imaging services
Infection prevention and control
Ancillary services (housekeeping, transport)
Blood bank/transfusion services
Infrastructural factors, n (%)
Physical plant
Medical record functionality
New technology
Equipment/supplies
Policy and procedural factors, n (%)
Inadequate dissemination (awareness, interpretation)
Poorly designed
Conflicting policies
Medication factors, n (%)
Ordering problems
Other (eg, clarity of prescription at discharge)

10 (18)
3 (5)
5 (9)
3
3
2
0

Illustrative example

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

10 (11)
9 (10)
7 (7)

Patient who is NPO received a meal tray
Blood sample not processed due to form not being completed properly
Non-medical patient bedspaced on medical ward due to lack of available beds

(5)
(5)
(4)
(0)

4 (4)
4 (4)
2(2)
1 (1)

Delay in obtaining a chest X-ray to confirm placement of a nasogastric tube
Room not cleaned as per infection prevention and control procedure
A patient room was not adequately cleaned resulting in a hospital-acquired infection
No cross and type performed prior to transfusion

3 (5)
2 (4)

4 (4)
2 (2)

1 (2)
0 (0)

2 (2)
1 (1)

Shared patient room resulted in unnecessary patient exposure to MRSA
Auto-population of diet order from prior admission in the electronic patient record causes patient to receive
incorrect diet
Remote monitoring of telemetry patients resulted in delayed response
Incorrect suction catheter used for patient with tracheostomy

21 (38)
5 (9)

27 (29)
5 (5)

2 (4)

3 (3)

8 (14)
3 (5)

10 (11)
6 (6)

5 (9)
1 (2)

5 (5)
1 (1)

23 (41)
12 (21)

32 (34)
18 (19)

Difficulty paging and obtaining a specialist opinion result in a delay in care
Failure to follow up on a supratherapeutic INR—patient continued to receive warfarin inappropriately

15 (27)

16 (17)

Front-line nurse did not flush the port prior to clamping

Patients screened at high risk for falls did not have appropriate fall prevention strategies implemented
Policy surrounding assessments for rehabilitation require a second independent assessment, which delays
patient recovery
The need to transfer patients to satisfy infection prevention and control requirements conflicts with the policy
to avoid moving patients at risk for delirium
A resident failed to hold aspirin prior to a procedure, resulting in a delay
A physician provided a patient with a prescription for a medication that is not available through the outpatient
pharmacy
A nurse forgot to transcribe a medication discontinuation order into the medication administration record
A patient takes medications left at the bedside for another patient in the same room

Continued
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Transcribing problems
Administering problems
Provider factors, n (%)
Teamwork/communication
Inadequate patient monitoring or failure to respond
to clinical deterioration
Education/training (knowledge, skills)

3 (2–4)
6 (11%)

Total events*
(n=94)

Patient chose to have contrast administered via nasogastric tube prior to X-ray confirmed placement because
he did not want to delay the CT scan
Uncooperative behaviour
1 (2)
2 (2)
Patient flagged as high risk for falls and repeatedly told not to ambulate independently, but chose to leave the
ward without supervision
*In addition to preventable and potential adverse events, total events also include errors or cases of substandard care, as well as seven non-preventable adverse events with unrelated errors.
INR, international normalised ratio; MRSA, methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus; NPO, nil per os (nothing by mouth).
4 (4)
4 (7)

Patient factors, n (%)
Patient preference/non-compliance

3 (3)
3 (5)
Unprofessional behaviour

9 (10)
8 (14)
Workload

10 (11)
8 (14)
Clinical judgement

15 (16)
5 (9)

For a cancelled medication order, the nurse documented ‘not administered’ rather than discontinuing
medication outright on the medication administration record
Patient with worsening pulmonary oedema interpreted as being agitated by the resident and treated with
haloperidol
Delay in assessing an unstable patient admitted to the ward because the on-call physician was busy managing
another patient
Despite receiving feedback regarding the use of proper drainage equipment for nephrostomy tubes, a nurse
purposely continued to use the wrong equipment

Total events*
(n=94)
Preventable and potential
adverse events (N=56)

Documentation (medical, nursing)

Table 4 Continued
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teamwork’, which prior studies have also identified as
an important root cause of many patient safety problems.37 We identified seven subcategories of ‘communication and teamwork’ problems (table 5). If one
took the approach of implementing interventions to
directly target a particular subtype of communication
problem, such as situation-background-assessmentrecommendation training for all staff38 to improve the
effectiveness of nurse-to-physician communication,
one might still only affect a small subset of the overall
AEs on our service that resulted from communication
failures. Thus, just as an institution would need to
implement multiple distinct interventions to demonstrably reduce the various subtypes of medication
safety problems or non-infectious complications of
hospitalisation, it seems that an institution attempting
a more cross-cutting approach (eg, reducing teamwork
and communication problems) would also need to
implement several distinct interventions for just this
one category.
It is possible that a single ‘teamwork’ or ‘communication’ intervention could by itself reduce multiple
types of AEs or even impact a broad outcome such as
hospital mortality. For example, a number of Veterans
Health Administration hospitals instituted mandatory
medical team training for all surgical teams, which
required briefing and debriefing and included checklists as an integral part of the intervention,39 and
reported significant reductions in surgical mortality
compared with control hospitals. More recently, a
handoff bundle consisting of team training, electronic
medical record configuration, faculty development
and structural changes to reduce interruptions produced a significant reduction in preventable AEs in
nine paediatric hospitals.40
However, the intensity of these two interventions,
developed and refined over several years at multiple
collaborating institutions, speaks to the scope of effort
likely required to reduce multiple types of AEs in
order to detect an impact with a trigger tool. A single
institution using a trigger tool as part of its routine
safety monitoring and improvement efforts will
likely struggle to develop de novo interventions that
effectively address cross-cutting factors such as teamwork and communication problems since simple
‘off-the-shelf ’ solutions do not exist in many cases to
solve these complex, multifaceted problems.
Limitations

Our study has several potential limitations. Possibly
we identified too few AEs and thus missed the opportunity to find sufficient numbers of AEs within any
given category. However, our AE rate was comparable
to prior patient safety studies as was the broad distribution of event types. We carried out the prospective
clinical surveillance at a single centre that has invested
heavily in safety, which may limit generalisability.
Again, however, we detected similar types of AEs as in
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Table 5 Subcategories of communication problems contributing to adverse events identified by the trigger tool

Communication problem

Number of
events
affected, n (%)

Description

Illustrative example

Handoff communication
between intraprofessional
providers

4 (13)

Communication problems arising at the time of shift change between two
providers from the same professional background (eg, nurse-to-nurse)

Handoff communication during
in-hospital transfer

3 (9)

Communication that occurs at the time of patient transfer from one unit to
another within the hospital (eg, intensive care unit to general medicine ward)

Interprofessional communication

10 (31)

A nurse noted a stage 1 pressure ulcer and documented this finding in her daily
progress notes. This finding was not verbally communicated to the incoming nurse at
shift change. The wound went unnoticed for 4 days and progressed to a stage 2
pressure ulcer
A patient with respiratory symptoms had a nasopharyngeal (NP) swab sent to rule
out influenza. The emergency department requested a transfer to a non-isolated
multipatient room. The general medicine nurse stated her objection, citing the
hospital policy to keep the patient under droplet isolation until the NP swab was
negative. The patient was transferred despite this objection. The NP swab result was
positive for influenza A. The patient exposed a number of patients and healthcare
workers to influenza A (none became infected)
A nurse detected a discrepancy between the medication administration record (MAR)
and the physician orders at the time of routine MAR-to-MAR checking to discontinue
aspirin. The nurse did not communicate this discrepancy to the pharmacist, and so
aspirin continued to be administered to the patient, delaying an invasive procedure
by 4 days
The staff physician had a conversation with a patient’s son that ultimately resulted in
an important shift in the philosophy of care towards palliation. This was not
documented or communicated with the rest of the team, so that when the patient’s
nurse tried to assess the patient’s vital signs, the patient’s son was distressed since
his wishes were not being followed
A patient with severe bleeding at the tracheostomy site was developing acute
hypoxia and respiratory distress during the overnight period. The primary nurse
initially could not reach the otolaryngology resident. Only after the staff physician
paged did the otolaryngology resident call back, but tried to provide advice over the
telephone rather than come into the hospital from home (although eventually did
come in to help manage the patient)
The team obtained informed consent for a blood transfusion from a patient with
advanced dementia incapable of providing consent

Communication that takes place between two providers of different professional
backgrounds (eg, physician and nurse, nurse and allied health)

8 (25)

Coordination of care for a patient by the various health providers on the team
lacks a shared vision, relating to issues such as diagnostic testing, functional
assessments, discharge planning and end-of-life care

Specialist consultation

3 (9)

Relates to challenges faced when interacting with specialist consulting services
either due to conflicting advice, lack of appropriate levels of support or timely
response to requests for help

Provider–patient communication

2 (6)

Paging problems

2 (6)

Problems related to provider–patient communication (eg, obtaining informed
consent) or locating the proper contact information when trying to reach a
patient’s family member
A lack of response to a page sent to a physician either because the page was
sent to the wrong physician, the physician did not call back or the physician
called back but the sender did not answer the phone

The speech language pathologist paged a resident to obtain more information about
the patient’s clinical condition prior to performing her assessment. She waited for an
hour but the resident did not respond. She had to delay her assessment to the next
day
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